Discourse structure and concurrent processes.
Some evidence from pronominal anaphora interpretation *
Riccardo Grazioli

The aim of this paper is to take a look at discourse structure
from the standpoint of pronominal anaphora processing and socalled ‘accessibility domains’. The core hypothesis of the paper is that
attention-based anaphora interpretation models like Focus Theory
or Centering Theory can be utilized in a more satisfying way if discourse is considered as a bundle of concurrent, interacting processes.
Elaborating on this hypothesis, in the paper a central role is played by
various notions borrowed from non-linear phonological frameworks.
1. Introduction
It is quite well-known and acknowledged that in discourse there
is a strong correlation between the use of anaphoric expressions and
the ‘activation’ or ‘prominence’ of a previously introduced discourse
entity. This correlation appears most obvious in situations where two
pronominal anaphors, with identical agreement features, co-occur
in utterances such as the second or the third in example (1) (from
Beaver 2004), where she is most naturally mapped onto Jane, and her
onto Mary.
(1)

a. Jane likes Mary.
b. She often brings her flowers.
c. She chats with her for ages.

The awareness of the existence of such a correlation has given
rise to many different attempts devoted to handling anaphoric preferences analogous to that exhibited by the above small discourse.
Among these attempts, one of the most viable is linked to concepts
like ‘center’ or ‘focus’ of attention, which shares some of the same
notions of topicality (see Hajičová 1987 and Kruijff-Korbayová &
Hajičová 1997 for a basic comparison), but handles them in a very
concrete and operational way.
The theories developed within this attention-centered approach
to anaphora grew out of Natural Language Processing, and were iniRivista di Linguistica 21.2 (2009), pp. 265-308
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tially developed in order to pair an anaphoric expression to an entity
already present in the so-called ‘discourse model’ – i.e., “the set of
entities ‘naturally evoked’ […] by a discourse, linked together by the
relation they participate in” (Webber 1983:335) – on the basis of operations that could be implemented in a computer program.
Among these theories, the most widely-accepted and influential ones are the so-called ‘Focus Theory’ (Sidner 1979, 1981, 1983)
and the ‘Centering Theory’ (Grosz et al. 1995; Walker et al. 1998;
Joshi et al. 2006). Albeit very different in their ultimate goals, these
two theories share some basic assumptions and mechanisms. For
instance, both theories model the attentional state as dynamic. In
other words, they enable the updating of the attentional state after
each processing unit, thus providing a partial but verifiable hypothesis of the possible mechanisms involved in anaphora interpretation
in the course of an ongoing discourse.
However, these two theories also share various non-negligible
lacunae. Among them, one of the most relevant is the incapability to
handle discourse entities belonging to distinct but interrelated discourse regions, as in discourses with multiple interwoven threads,
or again in discourses containing quoted speech. Both Focus Theory
and Centering Theory, in fact, are characterized as strict ‘local’
attentional focus theories. Therefore, in order to treat anaphors in
discourses more articulated than that shown in (1), they have to
work hand-in-hand with some kind of theory capable of dynamically
tracking the structure of an unfolding discourse. Sidner (1979:174),
for instance, acknowledges that the application of her ‘local’ algorithms related to pronominal anaphora processing may depend on
the ‘global’ focus of attention (Grosz 1977), that is – roughly speaking – the attentional focus triggered by the global discourse articulation and its high level ‘conceptual discontinuities’ (Van Hoek 1995,
1997). In its turn, Centering Theory essentially adopts the same
approach, assuming the existence of ‘discourse segments’ (Grosz &
Sidner 1986) as the maximum domain within which to operate. It
should be noted, in any case, that despite both Focus Theory and
Centering Theory advocating this division of labor between ‘local’
and ‘global’ focus spaces, in the considerable amount of literature
related to these two theories a lot of problems concerning the impact
of discourse structure on pronominal anaphora processing still
remain unaddressed, or have received partial or inadequate explanations.
In order to point out one of these problems, consider (2), a fragment extrapolated from a real example supplied in Kameyama (1998),
and presented here with minor notation changes.
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(2)

a. Hughesi said Monday, ‘It is the apparent intention of the Republican
Party to campaign on the carcass of what they call Eisenhower
Republicanism but the heart stopped beating and the lifeblood congealed after Eisenhowerj retired. Now hej’s gone the
Republican Party is not going to be able to sell the tattered
remains to the people of the state.’
b. Sunday hei had added, ‘We can love Eisenhower […]’

In this example, the pronoun he in (2b) has as its ‘sponsor’ – a
term which in LuperFoy’s (1991, 1997) terminology in a sense subsumes what is commonly said to be the ‘antecedent’ of an anaphoric
expression – the named entity Hughes in (2a). In other words, adopting the notation ‘(sponsor.anaphora)’ to indicate the anaphoric association between two discourse entities, in (2) the pronoun hei is most
naturally associated with Hughes despite a discourse situation characterized by:
i. The insertion, in (2a), of a long stretch of discourse (i.e., the
quoted speech) between the domains containing the entities of
the pair (Hughesi.hei), which co-specify with the same discourse
object 1. Moreover, this takes place although the quoted speech
in (2a) makes available, as a potential sponsor of hei, the entity
Eisenhower, i.e., a more recent entity than Hughes.
ii. The appearance, within the quoted speech in (2a), of other pairs
– e.g., (Eisenhowerj.hej) – which
a) can not be rejected by what Cormack (1992) calls ‘ratification
procedure’ 2;
b) if handled on the basis of strict linear approaches to pronominal
anaphora processing, may cause various interferences with respect to the (Hughesi.hei) interpretation.

To supply an explanation of the naturalness of the interpretation
(Hughesi.hei) in (2), Kameyama (1998) hypothesizes that the quoted
speech in (2a) – at the time that (2b) is processed – results definitively unavailable, in terms of sponsorship, for subsequent pronominal
anaphors. In elaborating on this hypothesis, Kameyama resorts to
the main device of the processing machinery proposed by one of the
most influential theories of discourse structure, i.e., that developed by
Grosz & Sidner (1986) in order to dynamically manage, inter alia, the
‘global’ focus of attention triggered by an unfolding discourse. Because
of the elimination, on the basis of Grosz & Sidner machinery, of the
quoted speech in (2a) as an available sponsorship domain, the result
(Hughesi.hei) can be obtained by Kameyama in a very simple way. Hei,
in fact, has as remaining sponsorship domain the utterance Hughes
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said Monday. Therefore, since in this domain Hughes is the only
entity that can be licensed by the ratification procedure, no problem
arises with respect to the selection of Hughes as the sponsor of hei.
However, it must be noted that the solution proposed by
Kameyama on the basis of Grosz & Sidner’s machinery – a solution
independently proposed moreover by Cornish (2002) and Miltsakaki
(2003) (see also Arnold 1998:74ff) – appears unable to handle discourses very similar to that shown in (2). In this regard, consider (3).
(3)

[Context: Chief Superintendent Maigret and Judge Coméliau,
speaking by telephone.]
a.		 Maigreti said to Coméliau: “I have captured the robberj in Rue de
Panama”.
b.		 Coméliau asked himi: “Did you make himj say where he has hidden the loot?”

Here, in the non-quoted speech parts, we have an association
(Maigreti.himi) analogous to the (Hughesi.hei) association appearing
in (2). Therefore, by assuming the presumed and irreversible nonaccessibility status that Kameyama – in order to retrieve the sponsor of hei in (2b) – attributes to quoted speech, we can arrive at the
correct association (Maigreti.himi) by using, for instance, the ‘local’
algorithms provided by Sidner’s Focus Theory. However, given the
parallel elaboration of the two autonomous but interrelated discourse
regions appearing in (3), Kameyama’s solution could not explain the
association (robberj.himj) in the quoted speeches. In fact, adopting
the strategy suggested by Kameyama to arrive at (Hughesi.hei) in (2),
the pronoun himj, at the time that it appears in (3b), results already
orphan of the domain in which its sponsor appears, i.e., the quoted
speech in (3a). In other words, following the solution suggested by
Kameyama for (2), in (3b) we have the pronoun himj which in no way
can find its proper sponsor, a fact that clearly shows how Kameyama’s
‘local’ solution – if exclusively supported by Grosz & Sidner’s machinery – results inadequate to handle complex anaphoric relations as
those shown in (3).
In this paper, I propose some ideas about a possible way of
processing pronominal anaphors analogous to those shown in (3). The
core hypothesis of the paper is that, at least for some kind of (stretches of) discourses, focus-based anaphora interpretation models can be
utilized in a more satisfying way if discourse is considered as a bundle
of concurrent, interacting processes. In elaborating on this hypothesis
– i.e., a very different hypothesis, as far I am aware, from those currently assumed by discourse theories aimed at formalizing discourse
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structure constraints – in the paper a central role will be played by
various notions borrowed from non-linear phonological frameworks.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains details
of Grosz & Sidner’s (1986) theory. Section 3 presents the basics of the
formalism utilized in the paper. Section 4 gives a partial reformulation of Grosz & Sidner’s theory. Section 5 introduces the notion of
‘discourse layer’, a simple tool utilized to express the co-presence of
distinct discourse processes. Section 6 shows how a multi-layered
view of discourse – by interpreting the presence of interacting, concurrent processes – may support the analysis of complex anaphoric
relations as those shown in (3). Finally, section 7 presents further
evidence about the usefulness of considering, as for pronominal anaphora processing, discourse as a multi-layered structure.
2. An overview of Grosz & Sidner’s theory
Grosz & Sidner (1986) (hereafter G&S) claim that discourse
structure is composed of three separate but interacting components:
the linguistic structure, the intentional structure, and the attentional
state.
The linguistic structure is the structure of the sequence of utterances which make up the discourse. It is on this level that the discourse
is divided into ‘discourse segments’. Evidence for a discourse segment
(-.) boundary, either at the start or the end, include linguistic expressions such as cue phrases, changes in aspect, tense and/or mood, particular forms of dependent expressions, prosody and other clues.
In G&S’s theory, each -. is associated with a ‘discourse segment purpose’ (-./). The relationships between these -./s make up
the intentional level. There are two relationships discussed in G&S,
“dominates” and “satisfaction-precedes”:
a.		 -./i dominates -./j (or, conversely, -./j ‘contributes to’ -./i)
when satisfaction of -./j provides partial satisfaction of -./i.
b.		 -./i satisfaction-precedes -./j if -./i must be satisfied before -./j.

One -. can immediately precede another in a discourse without
them being in a satisfaction-precedes relation. Conversely, a satisfaction-precedes relation does not require one -. to immediately follow
another.
Attentional state – an abstraction of the participants’ ‘global’
focus of attention – is modeled as a set of focus spaces. The collection
of focus spaces is managed as a stack 3. For each -., a correspond269
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ing focus space is pushed onto the ‘global’ focus stack with all the
discourse entities which are made available for co-specification in
that segment. The dominance relations in the intentional structure
determine which operations are performed on the stack when a -.
is processed. If -./j is dominated by a -./i, the corresponding focus
space j can be pushed on top of focus space i if i is on top of the stack
when j is pushed. The stack of focus spaces is ‘popped’ prior to insertion when -./j contributes to -./i, where focus space i is higher in the
dominance hierarchy.
Here is an example, discussed in detail in Hirschberg &
Pierrehumbert (1986) and Avesani & Vayra (1992), in which G&S’s
model is utilized in order to verify the availability – in the ‘global’ focus
of attention – of the potential sponsors of a dependent expression.
ds0
ds1

(4)

1. Word processing makes typing easy.
2. Make a typo?
3. No problem.
4. Just back up, type over the mistake, and it’s gone.
5. And, it eliminates retyping.

In (4), the boundaries of -.4 are identified on the basis of prosodic cues such as pitch range and pause. During processing, the
focus space corresponding to -.3 is pushed onto the stack, followed
– at the time that line 2 is processed – by the focus space corresponding to -.4, which is continuously filled while -.4 is processed.
After line 4, the focus space corresponding to -.4 is ‘popped’, hence
leaving on the stack only the focus space related to -.3. As a consequence, the pronoun it in line 5 can not co-specify with mistake,
since the focus space associated to -.4 has already been ‘popped’
from the stack. Therefore, in line 5, it has to find its sponsor in the
domain of the focus space still on the stack – i.e., the entity word
processing in -.3 (line 1).
A basic G&S analysis of a discourse is fully adjacent (no crossing), comprehensive, unique and recursive. Therefore it forms a tree.
Webber (1988, 1991), in fact, points out that what G&S call attentional state is modeled equivalently as a stack or by constraining the
current discourse segment to attach on the right-most frontier of a
tree-shaped discourse representation, since
a)		 attaching a leaf node corresponds to pushing a new element on
the stack;
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b)		 adjoining a node ni to a node nj corresponds to popping all the
stack elements through the one corresponding to nj, and pushing
ni on the stack.

Accordingly, the so-called ‘right frontier constraint’ related to
tree-shaped discourse representations (see, among many others,
Polanyi 1988, Di Eugenio 1989, Asher 1993, Eckert & Strube 2000,
Polanyi et al. 2004) might be thought as a different way to provide
what G&S realize with focus spaces and the stack, that is:
a)		 an attachment constraint in the incremental development of the
tree structure (see also the structure-building principles proposed by Phillips 1996, 2003);
b)		 a sponsorship constraint defining the regions of the discourse
taken to be in the ‘global’ focus of attention.

Moreover – as for pronominal anaphors – notice that the focalized material on the right frontier of a tree-shaped discourse representation is normally assumed as the recruitment domain of what I
shall call here (following Hellman & Dahl 1994 terminology) “situational anaphora” – a kind of phenomenon variously labeled in the
literature as ‘clausal reference’ (Di Eugenio 1989), ‘discourse deixis’
(Webber 1988, 1991), ‘reference to abstract objects’ (Asher 1993), etc.
3. Preferential trees
The tools utilized in this paper to represent sponsorship preferences among discourse entities – or among variously defined sponsorship domains embodying an arbitrary number of discourse entities –
are borrowed from the framework developed by Liberman (1975) in
order to formulate his theory on stress and intonation. They consist
in binary branching trees of arbitrary complexity which here will be
called ‘preferential trees’.
In a preferential tree – exactly as in Liberman’s ‘metrical trees’
(see also Liberman & Prince 1977) – each non terminal element is
labeled by one of the following symbols: R (root), w (weak), and s
(strong). R denotes the root of a tree, and therefore an undetermined
node with respect to preferential values. The labels s and w indicate
the relative preferential values, as for sponsorship, of two sister
objects. In other terms, the material dominated by a s node is preferred, as for sponsorship, to what is dominated by its w sister node.
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To read and interpret preferential trees such as those represented in (5), the concept of ‘Designated Terminal Element’ (-12; cf.
Liberman 1975:43) is of basic importance. Given a preferential tree,
the -12 is the terminal element dominated by no nodes labeled w.
Therefore, for (5a) the -12 is c, and for (5b) the -12 is p.
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Let’s now assume that a pronoun P, provided by an incoming
unit, is searching for its sponsor in the domain of a preferential tree
like those shown in (5). The first potential sponsor a preferential
tree offers to P is the discourse entity in -12 position, i.e., the most
preferred entity within those dominated by R. However, if the ratification procedure can not approve this entity as the sponsor of P, the
evaluation of the remaining potential sponsors is guaranteed by a
‘Reversal Rule’ (00; cf. Liberman 1975:158ff,193ff) of the type [x [s w]]
⇒ [x [w s]], where x stands for R, s or w.
Let’s suppose, for instance, that a pronoun P has to be associated
with one of the terminal elements of the preferential tree shown in (6).
R
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Let’s now suppose that, for the tree in (6), the discourse entity
in -12 position – i.e., i – can not be approved by the ratification procedure as the sponsor of P. In this case, a 00 [s5 [s4 w4]] ⇒ [s5 [w4 s4]]
will have the -12 role played by j, hence allowing for the application
of the ratification procedure to the pair (j.P ). Moreover, analogue 00s
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will allow, if needed, the evaluation of the sponsorship capabilities of
all the remaining entities dominated by R. 4
4. A transposition
Given a fragment made up of several -.s like (7a), a representation in terms of preferential trees that expresses the modeling of
the attentional state effected by G&S in terms of focus spaces and of
operations regarding a stack of focus spaces is shown in (7b). In (7b),
the index D of R indicates that the tree is relative to a discourse D at
a given processing stage.
(7)
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With regard to (7b), here are some remarks regarding the nature
and construction of the tree.
i. Terminal elements. In (7b), each of the terminal elements a, b,
c, d and e is constituted by what I call an ‘Insertion Unit’ (UI), i.e., an
independent clause connected to its possible subordinates. Proof of
the importance in processes of anaphoric interpretation of what I call
UI – that is, the unit on the basis on which it is possible to proceed to
the attribution of at least part of the s/w labels on a sentential level –
has been provided by several authors (e.g., Suri 1992, Cormack 1992,
Azzam 1995, Kameyama 1998, Miltsakaki 2003, Poesio et al. 2004,
Joshi et al. 2006). Still, in this regard, note also how Mattiessen &
Thompson (1988) have treated the relations of syntactic subordination as the grammaticalization of discourse relations, i.e., relations
no doubt important for the purposes of anaphora interpretation (see,
among many others, Fox 1987, Berretta 1990, Cristea et al. 1998,
Kehler 2002, Schlenker 2005:410ff, Wolf & Gibson 2006). But it ought
to be said that the hypothesis that I assume here with regard to the
constituency of UIs derives from the analytic framework developed
by Labov and associates (Labov & Waletzky 1967; Labov et al. 1968),
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which is the framework employed to make a preliminary analysis of
the corpus utilized to test a pronominal anaphora processing framework embodying the ideas sketched in the current paper 5. Again,
notice that the preferential trees rooted at UIs (e.g., a, b, c, d and e in
(7b)) may exhibit extremely complex preferential patterns. However,
since these patterns do not assume a particular relevance for the specific issues discussed here, nothing will be said about them.
ii. -.s and terminal elements. In (7b), the terminal elements -.3
and -.4 are no more than simple pointers to the root of the tree that
immediately dominates their s/w nodes. In a tree such as (7b), the
embedding relations relative to the -.s are therefore expressed in
terms of dominance of the nodes; e.g., in (7b) -.3 dominates -.4.
At least adopting an orthodox replica of G&S’s machinery, the
content of the elements labeled -. is substantially the -./ that for
G&S must be a part of the corresponding focus space. Strictly speaking, such elements should therefore be labeled -.i/-./i.
iii. Insertion into the tree. For trees like (7b), the insertion of the
various UIs into the tree requires the insertion of at least two nodes:
a) a node which acts, in the tree rooted at RD, as a combining site; b)
the effective input structure. In this regard note how the input structure can be constituted:
a)		 by a single insertion unit UI if this UI is dominated by a -. already present in the tree;
b)		 by a pair of elements [[s -.i] [w UI]] if -.i is not already present in
the tree.

For the hypothetical sequence a … e in (7a), the steps that lead to
the construction of (7b) are therefore those shown in Figure 1, where
the derivation follows the ‘left-to-right’, ‘Merge Right’ principles utilized
by the structure-building procedure proposed by Phillips (1996, 2003).
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Figure 1. Tree derivation.
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iv. Attribution of s/w. In trees like (7b), the s/w values are
assigned to the various nodes in such a way that the -12 of a tree is
constantly represented by the last element inserted. Exceptions to this
are the -. elements, which are labeled s on account of their own functional value and of the mechanisms that govern the association of an
incoming pronoun in search of its sponsor. However, when a -.i is still
‘open’ (i.e., under construction), a 00 [sw] ⇒ [ws] applied to the preferential nodes of the -.s elements dominating -.i and their sister nodes
establishes -.i as the insertion domain for UIs (cf. Figure 1, where the
trees which interpret the articulation of the fragments ab and abc have
-.4 as their -12).
v. Loci of association. Within the terminal elements of a tree like
(7b), the element preferred for searching a sponsor is the element
which expresses the -12 of the tree. If the -12 is constituted by an
element labeled -.i (that is, an element that, on account of its own
functional status, is by definition inaccessible to an association (but
see fn. 6)), the application of a 00 to the preference node related to -.i
and its sister node ensures that the role of -12 is taken on by the UI
that expresses the maximum prominence among those dominated by
-.i. If this UI does not offer ratifiable sponsors for an anaphoric association, starting from this UI further 00s can be applied. For example,
given a pronoun in search of a sponsor, the first thing the tree (7b)
does is to offer, as a sponsorship domain, the element -.3, i.e., the -12
of the tree. Given the particular status of this element, the application of a 00 [RD [s w]] ⇒ [RD [w s]] ensures that the -12 of the tree
becomes e, therefore promoting this UI to the locus of maximum preference for searching a sponsor. Should e not offer a ratifiable sponsor
for an incoming pronoun, the application of further 00s would guarantee, in a principled way, the explorability of the entire tree.
vi. Association domains and accessibility. According to the model
proposed by G&S, the discourse entities comprised in a definitively
closed -. (e.g., -.4 in (7a), at the time that d is processed) are entities
no longer available as sponsors to incoming dependent expressions.
At least assuming an orthodox replica of G&S’s model, for (7b) the
entire sub-tree that has as its -12 the element -.4 ought as a consequence to be excluded from any processes of anaphoric association.
In terms of preferential trees, this constraint can be achieved by coupling the 00s to a simple restriction. This restriction can be stated as
follows:
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Avoid attributing the -12 to an element -.i if its corresponding s
or w node is immediately dominated by a node which is not on the
‘right frontier’ of the tree, i.e., the path from the root of the tree to
its right-most node.

For (7b), therefore, the selections of a locus of association governed by the application of possible 00s are e, d, and a. Again, given
the tree that interprets in Figure 1 the articulation of the fragment
abc, the selections are constituted by c, b, and (should neither c nor b
offer ratifiable sponsors for a pronoun) by the material dominated by
the -. that dominates -.4, that is a 6.
5. G&S’s theory, interruptions, attentional state and discourse layers
In G&S’s theory, the basic structuring operation is ‘embed’.
However, in order to treat discourse phenomena that can not be
handled by this operation, G&S resort to the concept of ‘interruption’ (p. 192ff). An example of what G&S call ‘true interruption’
– characterized on the basis of one of the two meanings of interruption defined in the theory, that is the ‘strong’ meaning 7 – is given
in (8).
(8)

D4: John came by and left the groceries
D5: Stop that you kids
D4: and I put them away after he left

In (8), D5 is analyzed by G&S as a ‘true interruption’ that breaks
the flow of D4. As a consequence, “them in and I put them away can
not refer to the children […] but only to the groceries” (p. 194).
As for the processing of true interruptions for the purposes of
defining the attentional structure, G&S model these occurrences
using a stack in this case as well. Even according to G&S, however,
for true interruptions the use of such a data structure is far from
adequate. Here is what they write about this highly relevant problem pertaining to their stack-based model of the ‘global’ focus of
attention:
The focusing structure for true interruptions is different from that
for the normal embedding of segments, because the focusing boundary between the interrupted discourse and the interruption is impenetrable. (p. 193; my emphasis)
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This boundary is clearly atypical of stacks. It suggests that ultimately the stack model is not quite what is needed. What structure
should replace the stack remains unclear to us. (p. 204; fn. 12)

Now, among many other domains, discontinuous phenomena
structurally very similar to the discourse phenomena that G&S define
as true interruptions also occur in morphology, phonology and syntax,
and on the basis of the classic non-linear approach to some linguistic
structures they are often processed with the help of multi-dimensional representations.
In morphology, for example, a phenomenon that in many
respects resembles to G&S’s ‘interruptions’ is found in Semitic
languages. Here – broadly speaking – the roots are expressed by
consonants (e.g., the Arabic k-t-b, roughly ‘to write’) and the various words are formed by varying the vowels (e.g., kataba ‘he wrote’;
kutiba ‘it was written’; ka:tib ‘writer’; kitab ‘book’; etc.). In the
model developed by McCarthy (1981), in similar cases morphological articulation is analyzed by utilizing different planes of representation, each of which is equipped with its own principles and
Well Formedness Conditions, as well as being bound one to the
other by the same ‘skeleton’ 8. Again, phonological theories such as
Autosegmental Phonology (Goldsmith 1976, 1990) base descriptions,
constraints and rules on the presumed existence of different levels
or planes, bound one to the other by a skeleton. Finally, as for syntax, this type of multi-dimensional framework is utilized in various
domains. Yip et al. (1987), for example, resort to it in order to analyze case assignment. Bobaljik (1999) suggests that Cinque’s (1999)
analysis must be recast in terms of a multi-dimensional framework.
Co-ordination is often seen as involving ‘parallel structures’ (see,
among many others, Goodall 1987). And several authors treat at
least part of the so-called ‘disjoint constituents’ as completely autonomous constituents, expressed in multi-dimensional syntactic structures and interpretable exclusively in terms of principles concerning the articulation of the discourse. Espinal (1991), for example,
supplies similar interpretations for discourse adverbials, vocatives,
appositive relatives, etc.
Returning now to what G&S call true interruptions, a first
hypothesis regarding their representation in terms of preferential
trees could simply assume the multi-dimensional point of view that
informs the morphological, phonological and syntactic representations I have just mentioned. Therefore, for an example like (8), we
could assume the existence of a plane P4 relative to D4, and of a plane
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P5 relative to D5, and that P4 and P5 are connected exclusively on the
basis of the skeleton, i.e., that the terminal elements of the two trees
rooted at RD4 and RD5 are correlated exclusively in terms of precedence in their linear distribution.
However, consider (9), where we find complex anaphoric relations that by virtue of the discontinuity of the sequence a … e can not
be interpreted on the basis of the ‘typical’ or ‘atypical’ discourse stack
model proposed by G&S.
(9)

[The example is an idealization of a fragment of a street sales talk
– concerning a strange gadget for cleaning – effectively included in
a text of my AESS-based corpus (cf. fn. 5). Context: S = the seller;
A = the audience; W = a member of the audience; XYZ = a widely
known tool for cleaning.]
a.		 (D4) [S to A:] “blah blahi”
b.		 (D5) [S to W:] “Madam, do you have a XYZj at home? Itj’s good…
				
good stuff, hmm?”
c.		 (D4) [S to A:] “blah blahi”
d.		 (D5) [S to W:] “Get itj, madam. And shoo! Yes! Shoo! This [= the
		
gadget for cleaning offered to the audience by the
		
seller] is better! Wow!”
e. (D4) [S to A:] “blah blahi”

For (9), we could equally assume a representation in terms of
preferential trees arranged on several planes like the one shown in
(10), where for the sake of convenience the utterances (9b) and (9d)
are represented as single nodes in the tree rooted at RD5.
P1

RD1
w
s
s

w

w

s

– ds0 –– a –– ds0 –– b –– c –– d –– e –
s

w

s
w
R D2

(10)
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Conventional, static multi-dimensional representations like (10),
however, avoid assigning degrees of preference to possible n planes
involved in the discourse. In other words, they do not express the fact
that in correspondence with (9d) – as a consequence of various reasons: prosodic, related to the locutive path expressed by the vocative
or recoverable from perceptual clues, etc. – a switch occurs regarding the selection of the plane preferred (i.e., ‘foregrounded’) for the
interpretation of the pronoun itj present in the utterance. Hence the
decision to adopt – in place of standard, static representations like
(10) – representations like (11), where
a)		 the planes are arranged like layers in a drawing;
b)		 the labels ± α represent s or w according to the perspective (Pr)
utilized to foreground P4 or P5; therefore, for a pronoun in P4 we
can assume P4 as plane s for the purposes of selecting a sponsor,
and P5 as plane w;
c)		 the skeleton is constituted by the entire set of terminal elements
of the trees present in P4 and P5 when P4 and P5 are superimposed one over the other, exactly like the layers in a drawing.
R

−α
P2

+α
P r1

P1
P r2

(11)

With regard to the proposal put forward by G&S to take account
of their ‘true interruptions’, the solution shown in (11) appears far
simpler and more natural. In fact, it does not make it necessary to
resort to ‘atypical stacks’ with impenetrable frontiers (which in any
case are not equipped to handle examples like (9)), but analyzes the
interweaving of the -.s and the attentional states using layers that
dynamically assume s/w values, while it expresses the effective development of the discourse by means of the skeleton.
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6. Association domains, quoted speech and a principle
Let’s go back to Kameyama’s (1998) hypothesis concerning the
discourse status of quoted speech. In this regard, reconsider (3),
repeated here for convenience as (12).
(12) [Context: Chief Superintendent Maigret and Judge Coméliau,
speaking by telephone.]
a.		 Maigreti said to Coméliau: “I have captured the robberj in Rue de
Panama”.
b.		 Coméliau asked himi: “Did you make himj say where he has hidden the loot?”

This example – at least assuming an orthodox view of the ‘intentional structure’ proposed by G&S’s theory – illustrates a heterogeneous structure analogous to the one hypothesized by G&S for their
‘true interruptions’. Consequently, in following Kameyama’s (1998)
line of reasoning suggesting that the quoted speech must be treated
as a kind of inaccessible ‘discourse segment’, in order to explain how
to himj can co-specify with robber it would at least be necessary to
postulate the employment of an ‘atypical stack’ with an impenetrable
barrier. But such a move, as already seen in the introductory section,
would be in any case inadequate to handle (12), and it seems far more
natural to treat examples like (12) as the result of interacting, concurrent processes which display:
a)		 their results on the basis of the skeleton, i.e., the effective
sequence derived from the processes’ interaction;
b)		 their different foregrounding degrees on the basis of the s/w
values assumed by the layers on which the processes can be
represented.

On the basis of a representation like (11), for (12) it would therefore be possible to hypothesize:
i.		 The presence of a layer for the locutive path that is introduced
directly between the ‘owner’ of the whole discourse 9 and the
recipient, that is a layer that acts as a support to ‘Maigret said to
Coméliau’ and ‘Coméliau asked him’.
ii.		 The presence of a layer – connected to the preceding one by the
skeleton and by the tree that dynamically defines the s/w values
of the layers – relative to the locutive path that is introduced
between the two individuals who in (12) realize a speech.
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As for the assignation to the layers of the s/w values – necessary
in order to arrive at the correct (sponsor.pronoun) pairs – this could
be effected by making use of the following principle:
Same Layer Principle (SLP). Should this be possible, identify the preferred layer for the selection of the sponsor as the same
layer in which the pronoun appears.
This principle, which is substantially limited to highlight the
centrality – for the purposes of pronominal anaphora interpretation –
of the possible co-presence in the discourse of heterogeneous regions,
and consequently of various points of situational anchoring (Fillmore
1975; Barwise & Perry 1983), defines the correct associations for (12),
i.e., (Maigret.himi) and (robber.himj) 10.
6.1 Notes about the SLP
Despite its absolute simplicity, the SLP allows a reasonable
way of tackling at least a subset of pronominal interpretation issues
related to the presence of quoted speech in a discourse. Consider, for
instance, example (13) (from Simenon 1992:72), where one of the layers does not always appear explicitly 11.
(13) [Context: in Quai des Orfèvres, a journalist nicknamed ‘Vicomte’ (Vi)
and Chief Superintendent Maigret (Mj).]
a.		 [Vi to Mj:] “Non è stata ancora trovata
			 la testa?”						
b.		 [Mj to Vi:] “No, che io sappia.” 				
c.		 [Vi to Mj:] “Ho appena telefonato a Judel,
					 che ha detto di no. Se sa qualcosa
					 di nuovo, commissario, si ricordi
					 di me.”						
d.					 ∅i/*j Andò a risedersi […]		
												

“Hasn’t the head been found
yet?”
“No, not as far as I know.”
“I’ve just called Judel, who
said no. If you hear anything
new, Superintendent,
remember me.”
(Hei/*j) went to retake his
seat […]

In order to be able to properly handle ∅ in (13d), the first step
ought to be constituted by the inferential reconstruction of the part
explaining, in brackets, the locutive paths involved in the example 12.
In this way ∅ could find its sponsor in the owner of the quoted speech
in (13c) – i.e., the journalist nicknamed ‘Vicomte’ – disregarding whatever potential sponsor evoked in the non-bracketed region. Moreover,
in confirmation of the validity of the SLP, the removal of the utterance
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(13c), resulting in a discourse containing only (13a), (13b) and (13d),
could only lead to the identification of Maigret as the sponsor of ∅.
But again, on a more general level, it is important to note that
the SLP allows for the redefinition of some default preferences normally assumed for pronominal anaphora interpretation. In Italian,
for instance, if a ∅-anaphora a) can recruit a sponsorship domain in
the material on the right frontier of a discourse tree (acting in this
way as a situational anaphora), and b) can co-specify with a NP, then
the preferred sponsor is the NP. This point is discussed by Di Eugenio
(1989) on the basis of the following example:
(14) a.		
			
b. i.

Marco è stato espulso da scuola.
Marco was expelled from school.
∅ ha reso sua madre infelice.
He made his mother unhappy.
ii.		 Questo ha reso sua madre infelice.
This made his mother unhappy.

Here follows the relevant part of Di Eugenio’s argumentation
related to example (14):
∅-anaphora is normally understood as referring to Marco, which is
a centered entity, and not to the fact that “Marco was expelled from
school”; to achieve this effect, we have to explicitly use questo, as in
[(14b-ii)]. (Di Eugenio 1989:133-134)

Consider now the following example, from Simenon (1992:96).
(15) [Context: in a bistrot, an employee (Ei) who works at the luggage
check-room of the Gare de l’Est, Maigret, a young man (Yj) and various other individuals. The young man is suspected of being the man
who deposited a suitcase – containing important clues for Maigret’s
current investigation – in the luggage check-room of the railway station. Maigret asks the employee for the young man’s identification.]
a.		 [Ei to all:] “Ecco… A vederloj così, 		
					 direi [che è lui]k.”			
b.		 [Yj to all:] “∅*i/k È falso” […]			

“Well… From what I can see
of himj, I’d say [it is he]k.”
“∅*i/k is false” […]

In order to have a chance to fully interpret (15), the first step
required, as happens in (13), is the reconstruction of the basic information regarding the speakers involved and their locutive paths.
Given such a reconstruction, in (15b) the ∅-anaphora has as its possible co-specifiers:
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a)		 the owner of (15a), that is the employee; in this case the resulting interpretation can be paraphrased as ‘the employee Ei is a
false man’;
b)		 what the employee says in (all/a part of) his speech; in this case
the resulting interpretation is, broadly speaking, ‘(all/a part of)
what the employee Ei says in (15a) is false’.

Now, adopting the default preference advocated by Di Eugenio
with regards to contexts with no quoted speeches, in (15b) – despite
that both the interpretations given above can be licensed by the ratification procedure – the sponsor of the ∅-anaphora would be the owner
of the quoted speech, that is the employee Ei. In fact, in order to
instantiate a discourse entity able to recruit its sponsorship domain
starting from the quoted speech in (15a) (or better, from its bracketed
indexed part), according to Di Eugenio questo must be used (i.e., ‘∅i
is false’ vs. ‘thisk is false’). However, in (15) the sponsor suggested by
Di Eugenio’s pattern of preference, despite its full availability, is the
dispreferred one. In fact, an informal test submitted to a dozen native
Italian speakers had shown that in (15), for all the people involved in
the test, the sponsor of ∅ must be found inside the quoted speech, and
not elsewhere. And this is exactly the preference predicted by the SLP
application to (15).
In any case, it should be stressed that, in general terms, the
SLP application is not dependent from the quoted speech per se, but
from the accessibility constraints exhibited by the available processes
which set up the overall discourse, i.e., a fact which typically appears
more evident in correspondence with the asymmetries that may be
caused by the insertion of quoted speech into the discourse, or that
may appear when the owner of a (stretch of) discourse presents herself or himself under various ‘guises’ (e.g., when, at some point of a
narrative discourse, she or he acts as an ‘evaluation’ or ‘orientation’
maker, cf. Labov & Waletzky 1967 and Labov et al. 1968; see also
here § 7).
In order to clarify this point, let’s return briefly, one more time,
to example (3), repeated here as (16).
(16) [Context: Chief Superintendent Maigret and Judge Coméliau,
speaking by telephone.]
a.		 Maigreti said to Coméliau: “I have captured the robberj in Rue de
Panama”.
b.		 Coméliau asked himi: “Did you make himj say where he has hidden the loot?”
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(16) is an useful example to give, in a very economical way,
a general view of the phenomena which the SLP aims to handle.
However, (16) can not be considered a ‘simple’ example, because in
(16b) the interpretation of the pronouns himi and himj relies on a
kind of non-accessibility of the robber. In fact, if we look at the same
constructed example assuming a different context – i.e., face-to-face
dialogue, physical co-presence in the speaking situation, and the presence of the robber in the same place where Maigret and Coméliau are
speaking – in a sense something similar to Sidner’s (1979:153-155)
‘Potential Actor Ambiguity Condition’ has to be invoked. The reason
has to be found in Coméliau’s speech, which contains no vocatives
helping us to clarify the Coméliau-to-Maigret locutive path. As a consequence, if the three individuals evoked by the example share the
same physical situation, the proper interpretation of himi and himj in
(16) – exactly as happens for the examples analyzed by Sidner (1979)
in explaining her ‘Ambiguity Condition’ – requires a lot of knowledge
and inferencing.
Let’s assume, for instance, that the SLP is applied to the ‘physical co-presence’ situation just sketched for (16). Now, the SLP states
that the (Maigret.himi) association, if no vetoes are given by the
ratification procedure, must be preferred to the association (robber.
himi), and that (robber.himj), if no vetoes are given by the ratification procedure, must be preferred to (Maigret.himj). In order to check
the reliability of these predictions, for (16) a line of reasoning roughly
may be sketched as follows: a) in a (highly) prototypical situation, an
instance of a Chief Superintendent of the French Police does not hide
loot; so, in such a situation, b) (Maigret.himj) can not be licensed by
the ratification procedure; as a consequence, c) himj has to take the
robber as its sponsor, and himi has to be associated with Maigret. As
for (16), in other words, the SLP, despite the ‘physical co-presence’
situation sketched above, still leads in a natural way to the correct
associations.
Nonetheless, as for (16), notice that the tuning of a context in
which the previous prototypical situation is discarded – i.e., a context
where the (Maigret.himj) and the (robber.himi) interpretations can
be the right ones – is straightforward. For example, a context may
present Maigret as an accessory in a crime. Given such a context, in
(16b), since the locutive path Coméliau-to-robber is accessible as well
as the path Coméliau-to-Maigret, the interpretation (Maigret.himj)
can not be ruled out by the ratification procedure, and we are faced
with a situation which strongly resembles those given by Sidner in
explaining the need for her ‘Ambiguity Condition’ (1979:153-155).
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Assuming the last scenario mentioned above, in fact, one of either
(Maigret.himi) or the (robber.himi) associations can result, but one
can not be sure which. Therefore, if we want to supplement a Sidnerderived system with the SLP, we must add to the focus-tracking
machinery a condition able to flag a potential inappropriate use of a
pronoun (e.g., if two potential sponsors inhabiting different layers can
be licensed by the ratification procedure as the co-specificators of the
same pronoun, assume the preference suggested by the SLP, and flag
the resulting (sponsor.pronoun) pair as a potential ambiguity). Sidner,
in fact, explicitly assumes that a focus-based framework not only
“must simulate the hearer’s behaviour in understanding anaphora”,
but also “must simulate the hearer’s lack of understanding in certain
bizarre cases” (1979:95), i.e., a possibility that, given the last scenario
sketched above, may take place during the interpretation of (16).
However, it should also be stressed that whatever context we
assume in order to evaluate himi and himj in (16), the distinct processes involved by this example can be represented by means of layers
even if the sponsors of himi and himj – as allowed by the last scenario
sketched above – may not appear in the same layer inhabited by the
two pronouns. In fact, a hypothetical, subsequent situational anaphora (completely ignoring Maigret said to Coméliau and Coméliau
asked him) may take the two quoted speeches as a single recruitment
domain to set up its sponsor (e.g., ‘That was said by Maigret and
Coméliau with their usual tone of voice’) 13.
7. Discourse structure, association domains and layers
Interpreting discourse structure as the result of a bundle of
concurrent processes – which, in their turn, can be represented on
layers dynamically marked by s/w values stating their foregrounding
degree – seems an useful choice to supplement a focus model aimed
at pronoun interpretation. The framework developed by Sidner, in
fact, is not fully equipped to handle examples like (13) or (15). On the
contrary, a layered view of discourse and the use of the SLP – when
connected to a substantially revised, incremental version of Sidner’s
Focus Theory, and to the observation of the changes in setting, tense
and aspect – enables the correct interpretation of almost all the pronominal anaphors present in the more formalized texts of my AESSbased corpus 14.
In this section I briefly discuss two further situations which seem
to substantiate this ‘multi-dimensional’ nature of discourse structure
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and its consequent impact on pronominal anaphora interpretation.
In § 7.1 I discuss another aspect of the interaction between pronoun
interpretation and quoted speech. In § 7.2 I give an example of a
much more complex situation, taken directly from my AESS-based
corpus.
7.1. Shared entities
Despite SLP’s usefulness in driving the quoted speech and pronoun interpretation interaction, it is pointless to emphasize that it
can prove inadequate in a large number of situations. Nevertheless,
it should also be noted that at least parts of such situations can be
reduced to only two types of occurrences of what here I call a ‘shared
entity’ – i.e., a discourse entity co-specified by two or more linguistic
objects which belong to at least two different layers.
These two entity sharing situations, as well as being more complicated to handle, are very different from the anaphoric situations
exemplified by (13) or (15), where no shared entities exist. Moreover,
they can not fail to bring to mind the ‘syntactic amalgams’ (Lakoff
1974) of the type represented in (17), where the straight and dashed
branches show that the nodes belong to two different ‘sentential
layers’, but where the ‘Chicago’ element of the skeleton is a shared
resource.
S

S

′′ N′′ ′′ V′′

′′ N′′ ′′ V′′

′ V′

V

′ V′
′ V′

V

(17)

′′ P′′

V
′′ P′′

S
′′ N′′′′ V′′

′ P′

′ V′

P

V

John is going to

I think it

′′ N′′

is Chicago on Saturday

And again, it should be stressed that if, in ordinary speech, such
‘amalgams’ are quite rare and exceptional as a syntactic phenomenon,
their appearance seems much more common as a discourse phenomenon (e.g., with discourse entities or ‘discourse relations’ instead of
syntactic objects as nodes), whether such ‘discourse amalgams’ are
related or not to the insertion of quoted speech.
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Without claiming to supply even a merely approximate typology
of the shared resources which can be identified at the time that quoted speech appears, it is interesting to deal briefly with at least two
entity sharing situations that are very diffuse in the personal narratives of my AESS-based corpus. In fact, despite being very different
in their basic nature, these two situations can be handled by a single,
G&S machinery-free principle that can not be disregarded in stating
sponsors accessibility constraints related to discourse structure. As
in the last section, these two sharing situations are presented on the
basis of real examples borrowed from Simenon (1992), the written
novel which I use here in order to present, in a simple way, some discourse phenomena which occur in my oral AESS-based corpus.
7.1.1. Type A
In my AESS-based corpus of oral personal narratives, this first
type of entity sharing situation is normally found in passages characterized, in their non-quoted speech part, by the imperfect tense, atelic
eventualities, the lack of ‘propulsive’ verbal selections (i.e., what
advances the narrative; Bertinetto 2001:196ff), and by orientational
or evaluative discourse functions (Labov & Waletzky 1967; Labov
et al. 1968). The owner of what follows the quoted speech may be fully
explicit (i.e., the locutive path is simply ‘performer-to-audience’) or
much more opaque, involving the so-called ‘private states’, etc.
Here follows an example taken from Simenon (1992:14); notice
that the information provided by the passage opened by the ∅-anaphora is, for the owners of the quoted speeches, fully or at least in
part given and shared; on the contrary, such information is not accessible to the recipient of the whole discourse, since the named entity
‘Judel’ is a first mention.
(18) [Context: Chief Superintendent Maigret (Mi) and Inspector Lucas (Lj).]
a. [Mi to Lj:]
b. [Lj to Mi:]
c.					
					
					
			

“Chi si sta occupando del caso?”
“Judelk.” 						
∅k Era un ispettore del X		
arrondissement, un giovane
un po’ malinconico				
ma coscienzioso […]				

“Who is on duty there?”
“Judelk.”
(Hek) was an inspector of the
10th arrondissement,
a young man a bit gloomy
but conscientious […]

Within the G&S’s theory, this type of entity sharing situation can
be analyzed as an instance of what, in the domain of interruptions,
G&S call “digressions”, i.e., “a strong interruption that contains a
reference entity that is salient in both the interruption and the interrupted segment” (p. 195). However, if applied to (18), a G&S-based
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analysis like ‘interrupted segment + digression’ raises many significant problems. Among these, the following may be mentioned:
i.

G&S “digressions” are defined as extemporaneous materials which do
not involve a planned intention to deviate from the ‘interrupted segment’. However, as already pointed out, in my AESS-based corpus of
personal narratives G&S’s “digressions” are mostly instances of what
Labov and associates call orientation and evaluation sections, that
is discourse fragments which have a specific displacement window
expressed in a formal way by means of displacement sets and temporal junctures (Labov & Waletzky 1967). Despite this, it should be
stressed that G&S’s theory pays no attention to the reasons for which
‘digressions’ may – or even must – be realized at a specific point of
the ‘interrupted segment’. And this may cause a lot of problems to
the theory. In (18), for instance, the ‘digression’ after the quoted speech seems far from being a fortuitous, extemporaneous, unplanned
insertion. In fact, it allocates relevant properties for the named entity
‘Judel’ (e.g., Judel is an inspector of the 10th arrondissement, he is
male, he is young), that is a bit of situated knowledge not accessible
to the intended recipient of the whole discourse. Of course, because
of the overall situation in which Judel is evoked, some of the general
properties which characterize Judel may be guessed. Nevertheless,
for the recipient of the whole discourse, without the ‘digression’ the
example results in a much less intelligible object. Moreover, without
the ‘digression’, a more appropriate first mention of Judel may be
realized by something like ‘Judel, the/a young, male inspector of the
10th arrondissement’. But such a detailed description makes sense
only for the intended recipient of the whole discourse, and not for
the two speakers, which are represented in (18) as individuals which
share the common ground in which ‘Judel’ and all his relevant properties are already allocated. Therefore, for the two speakers, such
a description would be infelicitous, that is redundant, awkward, not
desired or even ambiguous (cf. Dale & Reiter 1995; Gardent 2002) 15.

ii.

Assuming with G&S that discourse segments purposes can be adequately recognized, and that (18a) and (18b) accomplish purposes
totally different from that of the ‘digression’ part, a conceptual/terminological problem may arise. Intuitively, in fact, (18c) – which in
a sense ‘explains’ something related to the preceding discourse – in
some way ‘contributes’ to (18a) and (18b). Moreover, (18b) – because
of the (Judel.∅) anaphoric relation – can only ‘precede’ (18c). But if
we take, in their proper meaning, the ‘contributes to’ and ‘satisfaction-precedes’ relations posited by G&S, such an intuitive interpretation is far from being equal to that provided by G&S’s theory. Under
G&S’s assumptions, in fact, (18c) does not ‘contribute to’ anything,
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no ‘satisfaction-precedes’ relation holds between (18b) and (18c), and
our Hobson’s choice is to recognize a ‘digression’ opening. However,
it is hard to agree with a picture presenting (18) as the result of an
interrupted segment followed by a sort of deviation, as G&S’s definition of digressions explicitly assumes. On the contrary, much like
Lakoff’s amalgams, (18) seems the result of a parallel, synchronized and multifaceted way to give a bundle of complex and different
situated information, i.e., a situation determined by the presence of
distinct, interacting, highly structured concurrent processes with a)
clear-cut situated purposes; b) private data and working domains;
and c) selective interfaces which allow for the proper use of the ∅anaphora co-specifying Judel. At least in a very partial way, of course, the G&S’s definition of ‘digressions’ handles this very common
kind of entity sharing situation. In fact, for G&S, ‘Speaking of x …’ is
a sort of discourse marker commonly employed as a digression opener (cf. p. 195). Therefore, one may hypothesize that (18c) is a kind
of grammaticalized or genre-related way to express something as
‘Speaking of Judeli, you [=the recipient of the whole discourse] must
know that hei …’, i.e., a ‘digression’ in which Judel is re-mentioned
using a full definite NP. In no way, however, can this kind of entity sharing situation find its proper place in the G&S’s theory. In a
sense it re-proposes, in an amplified fashion, the deficiencies which
characterize the theory when it is faced with discourse situations
like the ones treated here in § 6. Moreover, it seems to add a lot of
problems to the proper treatment of the ‘intentional structure’ upon
which G&S’s entire theory is built.

Leaving out these problems, which result from the application
of a G&S’s digression-based analysis to this type of entity sharing,
in any case it should be noted that G&S’s ‘digressions’ require the
use of an ‘atypical stack’ equal to that hypothesized for the discourse
situations exemplified here by (8), (9) and (12). This fact makes one
think that G&S’s ‘true interruptions’ and ‘digressions’ are, in reality,
particular aspects of a more general and pervasive phenomenon. I am
alluding to the interweaving of the elements in different layers, i.e., a
phenomenon that can also occur in correspondence with the insertion
of quoted speech into the discourse.
7.1.2. Type B
In my AESS-based corpus of personal narratives, this second
type of discourse entity sharing is normally found in passages characterized, in their non-quoted speech part, by the perfect tense (or by
the so-called ‘historical present’), telic eventualities, the presence of
propulsive verbal selections and by a ‘referential’ (Labov & Waletzky
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1967) function. Quoted speech, moreover, not uncommonly raises
expectations in the broad meaning indicated by Webber & Cristea
(1997) (e.g., through suggestions), and in these cases the parts containing the pronoun(s) seem to supply satisfaction of expectation.
Here is an example taken from Simenon (1992:35).
(19) [Context: Chief Superintendent Maigret (Mi) – who is inside the
Brasserie Dauphine – and Judel (Jj); they are speaking by telephone.]
a.		 [Mi to Jj:]
					
					
b.					
					
					

“Tra poco, col referto medico,
spero di ricevere [nuovi			
particolari sul cadavere]k.”		
∅i Lik ricevette per telefono		
nel suo ufficio, verso le due
e mezza.						

“Shortly, by means of the
medical report, I hope to receive
[new details about the corpse]k.”
(Hei) received themk by phone,
in his office, round half past two
o’clock.

If I properly understand the rather underspecified decisions
assumed by G&S in order to split a discourse in ‘discourse segments’, the type of entity sharing situation exemplified by (19) may
be analyzed in at least two ways. In the first case, one may consider
(19a) and (19b) as members of the same ‘discourse segment’. In the
second case, one may consider (19a) as pertaining to a ‘discourse segment’ different from the one containing (19b); in this case, we have a
definitely closed segment which contains the quoted speech, that is,
a situation analogous to that advocated by Kameyama (1998) for the
example given here as (2).
Now, in the first case the sponsors of ∅i ‘he’ and lik ‘them’ are
still on the discourse focus stack. Therefore, no problem arises with
respect to the sponsorship accessibility domain. But the procedures
hypothesized by G&S in regard to the identification of what they call
‘discourse segment’ rely, inter alia, on various types of clues, and in
example (19) one can find a lot of relevant clues which prevent considering (19a) and (19b) as members of the same ‘discourse segment’.
I am alluding, for example, to the radical change of situation involved
(from Brasserie Dauphine to Maigret’s office), to tense and aspect
shifts, and to intended recipients.
In the second case, if the ‘discourse segment’ containing the
quoted speech is definitively closed (as Kameyama proposes for (2)),
and therefore considered inaccessible for the search of the sponsors
of ∅ and li, what is the procedure we have to follow in order to interpret these two dependent expressions? In Kameyama’s work nothing
is said about situations like (19). And the same holds for Cornish
(2002) and Miltsakaki (2003), where similar techniques are suggested.
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In any case, it should be noted that sharing situations like (19)
constitute a real challenge for G&S’s theory. In fact, if the ‘global’
coherence of a discourse is modeled by G&S through ‘discourse segments’ and focus spaces, the ‘local’ coherence and the treatment of
pronouns are delegated by G&S to Centering Theory, which in its
turn assumes a ‘discourse segment’ as its maximum working domain.
In order to see how these two theories can work hand-in-hand
with respect to (19), let me suppose, on the basis of the lot of relevant
cues mentioned above, that a ‘discourse segment’ boundary exists
between (19a) and (19b). Under G&S’s assumptions, however, the
presence of such a boundary – that is a well grounded boundary, at
least from an intuitive point of view – gives a strange result, i.e., that
(19) is in some way incoherent or intrinsically not analyzable. In fact,
Centering Theory has nothing to say about the two pronouns in (19b),
since their sponsors belong to a different ‘discourse segment’. And
G&S’s theory, strictly speaking, has nothing to say about pronoun
interpretation, since it limits itself to handling ‘global’ focus spaces.
If we look at (19) with a cinematographic mind, however, this
excerpt, like the type B sharing situations occurring in the oral personal narratives of my AESS-based corpus, seems the result of a
perfect editing operation 16. The ellipsis and the consequent discontinuities between (19a) and (19b) – that is, what intuitively justifies
the presence of a ‘discourse segment’ boundary – in fact do not cause
incoherence. On the contrary, the absolute clarity of (19), despite the
strong discontinuities that may be found in it, seems to rest precisely
on the presence of the two pronouns in (19b), i.e., a glue-like presence which remains inexplicable under G&S’s and Centering Theory
assumptions, as well as under Kameyama’s ones.
On the basis of examples like (19), it is hard to consider G&S’s
theory as a really useful means to track the ‘global’ focus of attention,
i.e., a theory capable of acting as a proper shell for ‘local’ frameworks
aimed at pronominal anaphora interpretation. In fact, when faced
with examples like (19), G&S’s ‘discourse segments’ and the stack of
corresponding focus spaces result in being too naive and rough-hewn
both to properly model the discourse structure and to state the impact
of discourse structure on sponsorship domains. Intuitively, the inadequacies of G&S’s theory in determining the ‘global’ focus of attention
inhabited by the available sponsors rest on its poor consideration of
the various dimensions exhibited by naturally-occurring discourses,
that are not always so ‘Flatlandian’ as G&S’s theory seems to assume.
Moreover, judging by the data contained in my AESS-based corpus,
the role of these dimensions has to be parametrized at least on the
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basis of the genre or ‘mode’ (Smith 2003) of the (stretch of) discourse
under examination, i.e. a critical element to select, at a given processing point, the foregrounding degrees of the layers available for an
anaphoric association 17.
7.1.3. Type A and B shared entities: a principle
By viewing discourse as a bundle of interacting concurrent processes, the type A and B sharing situations exemplified above can be
explained by a very simple principle which does not exploit G&S’s
machinery. This principle, which appears valid for all the personal narratives contained in my AESS-based corpus, can be stated as follows:
A/B Principle. If a) an individual i is the owner (cf. fn. 9)
of a stretch of discourse, and b) if an individual j is in his turn the
owner of a stretch of discourse quoted within i’s discourse, then the
discourse entities evoked by j’s discourse are accessible – in terms of
sponsorship and co-specification – for i’s pronouns.
In other words, this G&S machinery-free principle states that a
discourse process i can intervene in a discourse process j launched
within i’s ownership domain. This asks for the application of one or
more 00s to the ±α labels of the layers on which i and j can be represented (cf. (11)), i.e., the foregrounding of a layer which shares one
or more resources (discourse entities, in this case) with the formerly
foregrounded layer.
However, in order to support a flawless discourse, this simple
principle has to work together with conditions not directly related to
the focus of attention or the accessibility domain of the involved sponsors. I am alluding, for instance, to the relevance of what is inserted
(cf. the above discussion about the ‘Judel’ entity) or to the specific
genre, ‘mode’ or even the actual presentation modalities of the (stretch
of) discourse in which a type A or B sharing situation appears 18.
7.2. Pronouns and associations in a complex interaction: an example
From the above discussion about pronouns, quoted speech and
discourse structure, it seems quite obvious to me that discourse offers
to language users a set of devices which allow one to build up highly
structured discourse models, i.e., repositories able to dynamically
handle, as the discourse unfolds, the presence of entities which can be
shared, differently situated, perspectivized, etc.
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Intuitively, however, the fact that discourse is able to offer to a
language user such a richness of devices just to allow his handling of
the concurrent processes related to quoted speech or partly similar
phenomena (e.g., unattached ‘orphans’ at syntactic structure; see,
inter alia, Espinal 1991, Haegemann 1988, Huddleston & Pullum
2002; cf. also Sells 1985, Webber et al. 2003:552ff) appears quite
implausible. So, it seems natural to hypothesize that such a richness
is, more simply, a general property of discourse.
In order to substantiate this view, let me close the paper by saying a few words about the selling interactions contained in my AESSbased corpus.
These interactions are far from being equal to the selling
negotiations analyzed by Mitchell (1957). In the situations analyzed by Mitchell, in fact, the seller and the potential buyer know
exactly the nature of the object for which the negotiation is taking
place. Moreover, both of them know exactly how to use the object
and in what contexts it can be used. In the street talk of my corpus, on the contrary, the seller offers novelties, unfamiliar objects.
As a consequence, the audience has some basic expectations (What
is this object? What is its purpose? Why has one to buy it?) that
the seller has to satisfy before to putting into practice the sale. For
that reason, before the sale, the seller has to explain what kind of
object he is proposing, what are the procedures to follow in order
to assemble and use it, etc. In other words, he has to realize a kind
of how-to-do-it, expert-apprentice task-oriented discourse (Grazioli
1992).
In my selling situations, however, the task-oriented thread is
only a part of the whole 19.In fact, in order to set up a successful selling interaction, much more information is needed from the sale-ring. I
am alluding to the explication of the raison d’être of the object on sale
(sometimes given by the seller through a comparison with familiar
objects), the concrete demonstration that the object is really capable
of doing what it is said to do, etc. The task-oriented thread, moreover,
may be performed by the seller:
a) by giving only a visual explanation of the steps to be executed in
order to properly assemble and utilize the object on sale;
b) by saying what a buyer has to do in order to assemble and utilize
the object; therefore, in this case, we have one or more verbal
instructional sequences of the type: ‘in order to assemble the
object, do action a, and then b, etc.; in order to properly utilize the
object, do action x, and then y, etc.’;
c) by mixing these two strategies.
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In my corpus, only this third solution occurs. But this solution,
for the purposes of the current paper, is also the most interesting one.
By mixing the two strategies, in fact, the objects and the situations
which should be managed in the course of the task-oriented thread
– and therefore by the overall discourse model – are at least two:
i. a) The object directly manipulated by the seller in order to visually present the object’s characteristics, its use, etc., and b) the
situation in which this object inhabits, i.e., the situation bounded
to the here and now of the selling interaction.
ii. a) The object that a (still potential) buyer may use when he
needs this object to do something, and b) the situation in which
this object inhabits, i.e., a ‘pure’, abstract instructional sequence
which is inherently unbounded to any specific time or place, and
that can be encapsulated in a time and place bound situation only
for the sake of exemplification.

Despite instances of the same entity, the two objects – as happens, in a sense, for the discourse entities involved in some kind of
one-anaphors, in so-called ‘paycheck sentences’ (Karttunen 1976;
Conte 1988), and in other situations involving ‘partial anaphors’
(LuperFoy 1991, 1997) – are therefore distinct but in some way interrelated, and the situations onto which these objects are mapped are
equally distinct – even if, to some extent, they are conceptually overlapping. Moreover, it should be noted that the sequence of actions
mentioned in the course of the task-oriented thread is in various ways
interwoven with the sequence of actions performed by the seller during his speech (e.g., the ‘visual’ explanation), and with what the seller
says during the sequence of actions he is actually doing.
Normally, these interwoven threads of differently situated information result in complex shared properties and relations between
the discourse entities which inhabit the two co-occurring situations.
But again, note that, in these selling interactions, frequently the
sharing is not equal to that shown above on the basis of Simenon’s
novel. As a matter of fact, in the discourse model related to example
(18) we have a single ‘Judel’ entity, and this entity – much like the
‘Chicago’ node of Lakoff’s example given here as (17) – belongs to two
distinct layers. In the selling interactions contained in my AESSbased corpus, on the contrary, the sharing may be a matter of complex and subtle interrelationships between distinct discourse entities
belonging to distinct layers. In fact we may have a discourse entity
for the object which inhabits the abstract instructional sequence,
a discourse entity for the object actually used in the here and now
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of the interaction, a discourse entity – evoked by a situational anaphora pertaining to the here and now of the interaction – which must
be instantiated on the basis of the recruitment of the material on the
right frontier of the s/w structure related to the abstract instructional
sequence, etc.
Here follows an example in which one of such situations appears.
(20) [The example is an excerpt of a selling interaction recorded in Piazza
del Duomo (Milan) in date 12/03/1982 by AESS staff. The seller (S)
makes his speech trying to sell to the audience (A) a portable, small
VHF/UHF antenna (= type-A antenna) that he claims to be usable
in place of a standard, big roof-type VHF/UHF TV antenna (= typeB antenna). The selling-point of type-A antenna put forward by
the seller is that type-A antennas allow a potential buyer to use a
standard TV in places where no antenna sockets exist (e.g., in one
specific room of a house) and in places where no type-B antennas are
available (e.g., holiday homes, campers, etc.). At his pitch the seller
has, inter alia, a) a portable TV; b) a huge type-B antenna – located
at the top of a high post and connected to the portable TV – which
stands for a roof-placed antenna; c) a lot of type-A antennas on sale.
The seller is explaining to the audience how to unplug from a TV
a type-B antenna in order to replace it with a type-A antenna. The
symbol ‘†’ in the utterance (b) is a crux desperationis.]
a.		 [S to A:] Noi a casa giriamo il TV.		 At home, let’s turn the TV.
b.					 E arriviamo († in) un attimo And let’s arrive in a moment
					 all’allaccio dell’antenna.		 at the antenna plug [of the TV].
c.					 Stacchiamo il cavo 				 Let’s unplug the [type-B]
					 dell’antenna del TV.				 antenna’s cable from the TV.
		 [S, executing the action evoked in the preceding line:]
d.					 Guardate quanto ∅ è 			 Look how simple ∅
					 semplice.						 (=it/this/that) is.

In (20), the first three lines give the instructions that a type-A
antenna potential buyer – i.e., the 1st pl. person which in the utterances stands for ‘anyone who wants to use a type-A antenna’ – has to
follow in order to unplug a type-B antenna from a TV. Therefore, in
terms of the G&S’s theory, what is conveyed by (20a) satisfaction-precedes (20b), which in its turn satisfaction-precedes (21c).
(20d), on its part, has three possible interpretations. Ignoring
the first one (which can be rendered as ‘look, here and now, how simple it is to execute the action I am doing here and now’), the second
interpretation frames (20d) as a further step of the preceding (20a-c)
instructional sequence, and the third interpretation frames (20d) as
linked to the selling interaction (i.e., ‘look, here and now, how simple
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it is to execute the aforementioned step(s) (20c)/(20a-c)’, where the
choice of the material on the right frontier of the abstract instructional sequence is a matter of the hearer(s)).
However, this third interpretation seems much more plausible
than the second. In fact:
i. (20d) expresses an atelic eventuality. Given the absence of temporal expressions like ‘for x time’, ‘until t’, ‘from tx to ty’, in a step-bystep instructional sequence the use of such an atelic eventuality
appears quite odd.
ii. (20d) marks a shift in grammatical person, from the 1st pl. appearing in (20a-c) (the ‘we’ acting as ‘anyone who wants to use a typeA antenna’) to the 2nd pl. (the audience).

Adopting this third and much more plausible interpretation of
(20d), no satisfaction-precedence holds between (20c) and (20d).
Needless to say, in order to support the information available
in (20), the discourse model must be radically enriched with non-linguistic entities (see, for instance, the LuperFoy-based choices made
by Pfleger 2004 and Wahlster 2003, 2006). In any case, leaving aside
this very complex problem, it should be stressed that the ∅-anaphora
in (20d) – assuming the third interpretation given above – has to
recruit its sponsorship domain in a different situated region of the
discourse, i.e., the abstract, time unbounded instructional sequence
evoked by (20a-c). Therefore, in order to give a proper interpretation
of the ∅-anaphora, in (20) we have to consider two heterogeneous,
interacting, concurrent, and – as happens in fragments containing
quoted speech – to some extent ‘distributed’ processes, which can be
at least described (in order to evaluate the possible strategies adopted
for pronoun interpretation) by means of layers.
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anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments on a previous version of the
paper. I am profoundly indebted to Professor Maria-Elisabeth Conte (19351998) for her helpful criticism as the ideas in the paper were being developed.
What may be found to be interesting in the present pages is dedicated to her
memory.
1
I adopt here the terminology introduced by Sidner (1979) and successively
utilized by various scholars. In Sidner’s view, a speaker ‘refers’ to something by
utterances that ‘specify’ its corresponding discourse entity. In other words, “referring is what people do with words” (Sidner 1983:269), and “specifying” is what
discourses do (Sidner 1979:260–264). In Sidner’s computational framework, the
entities specified are database items which bear well-structured correspondence
to objects in the word.
2
Cormack’s ratification procedure does or does not license the anaphoric relation between the two elements of an association (potential-sponsor.anaphora) on
the basis of:
a) agreement features, and syntactic and semantic standard constraints (see,
among many others, Bosch 1983, Carter 1987 and Di Sciullo 2005, 2006);
b) general inferencing based on a standard knowledge base, i.e., an ontologybased domain model.
3
The stack used by G&S is a data structure also known as ‘first-in last-out list’.
The operations available in such a kind of structure are a) ‘push’: add a new element x to the top of the stack; b) ‘pop’: remove and return an element off the stack;
if a specific item x on the stack is ‘popped’, then all elements above x are deleted
from the stack and x is deleted and returned. In linguistics, probably the best
known (implicit) use of such a dynamic data structure is that given in Jakobson
(1941; see especially Chapter 2).
4
The default visiting order of a preferential tree can be stated as follows: if
the node ni which most immediately dominates the current -12 is one of the two
reversed nodes already visited by a 00, the 00 has to be applied to the node that
immediately dominates ni and its sister node; otherwise, the 00 has to be applied to
ni and its sister node. Given the tree in (6), for example, if subsequent applications
of 00s come to identify k as the -12, and k can not be approved by the ratification
procedure, the next 00 has to be applied to the sister nodes s5 and w5. Again, if all
the terminal elements of the sub-tree rooted at s6 are unable to satisfy the ratification procedure with regard to an incoming pronoun P, a 00 [R [w6 s6]] ⇒ [R [s6 w6]]
will have the -12 role played by a, and further 00s can be applied in order to evaluate, as potential sponsors of P, the remaining terminal elements of the tree.
5
The corpus employed to make this preliminary analysis is composed of a very
small subset of the oral texts available from AESS, the archive of the Regione
Lombardia which collects Italian documents of ethnographic relevance (see http://
www.aess.regione.lombardia.it). In particular, the texts composing the corpus
may be ascribed to three categories, all accepting a basic Labov-style analysis: a)
personal narratives; b) traditional narrative songs very similar to the ones usually
named ‘ballads’ in Anglo-Saxon tradition and ‘romances’ in Hispanic tradition (cf.
Mirrer-Singer 1980); and c) sales street-talk concerning goods at least partially
unknown to the potential buyers, i.e., strange gadgets for cleaning, multi-purpose
food processors, etc. (cf. Grazioli 1992). Unfortunately, for the specific aims of the
present paper, this AESS-based corpus suffers two practical inadequacies. First,
all the texts contained in the corpus are orally performed, and, at least in part,
they heavily depend on speech/visual situation, gesture, prosody and paralinguistic features. Secondly, the corpus is mostly composed of discourses spoken in vari-
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ous Italian dialects characterized by a particularly complex clitic syntax (Poletto
1997). As a result, the use in the paper of examples borrowed from this AESSbased corpus would have required at least: a) the insertion of a lot of information
related to prosody, gesture, perceptive context, etc. not really relevant for the specific aims of the present paper, but no doubt relevant in order to fully understand
the examples; b) a lot of caveats related to clitic doubling structures. Hence my
choice to rule out from the paper, with the exception of one, examples taken from
my AESS-based corpus, using instead constructed examples and real examples
borrowed from a written novel (Simenon 1992). Notice that this solution is used in
the paper exclusively for the sake of clarity, and that all the examples given in the
paper have at least one counterpart example in my AESS- based corpus.
6
Space unfortunately prevents a discussion of pronominal situational anaphors, which, as mentioned above, are strongly connected to the material on the
discourse stack that in G&S models the ‘global’ focus of attention. In any case, it
should be noted that the difficulties which sometimes may be encountered in the
delimitation of the recruitment domains of these anaphors are not to be underestimated. Consider, for instance, the following example (from Di Eugenio 1989):
[C1.1 We left the city] [C1.2 I was born in] [C1.3 when I was 15.]
[C2 This was a deep shock for me.]
Advocating the possibility of a partial recruiting of the elements available in the
right frontier of a Webber-based discourse tree representation, Di Eugenio writes:
It is clear that this in C2 refers to “leaving the city I was born in”: it seems to
me that the temporal clause C1.3 “when I was 15” is not included in the reference. (p. 132)
For similar situations related to the proper identification of a situational sponsorship domain see, among others, Fraurud (1992) and Maes (1996), where pronominal anaphora is discussed. For ‘encapsulating’, full definite NP anaphors – which,
though sometimes hypothesized as strongly connected to the notion of focus of
attention (e.g., Hitzeman & Poesio 1998), seem to override whatever focus-related
phenomenon on the basis of lexical selections and general knowledge – see, among
others, D’Addio (1988), Conte (1996) and Consten & Knees (2005).
7
“An interruption is a discourse segment whose -./ is not dominated nor satisfaction-preceded by the -./ of any preceding segment” (G&S:192).
8
In a standard multi-dimensional representation, different characteristics can
be represented on different planes that all converge on a common base; this base
is what is called the ‘skeleton’. In other terms, each of the various planes can be
imagined as being situated on the page of a book, where the skeleton is the spine
and where each page is the basis of a representation.
9
I use here the term ‘owner’ to identify the individual who, in a sense, is intended to assume the responsibility for the utterances contained in a discourse. So, if
John tells a personal narrative in which at some point appears Mark, who in his
turn realizes a speech quoted in John’s narrative, Mark is the ‘owner’ of his own
speech, and John is the ‘owner’ of the whole narrative, comprising Mark’s speech.
Needless to say, I use here the term ‘owner’ simply to avoid the complexities of a
proper treatment of quoted speech (see, among many others, Wierzbicka 1974).
10
Notice that this formulation of the SLP is not equipped to handle other wellknown ‘distributed’ discourse situations. I am alluding, for instance, to the copresent foci hypothesized by Sidner to process stretches of discourse containing
‘the one … the other’ and ‘this (NP) … that (NP)’ (1979:189-217), or the mixing of
different discourse segments observed by Rosé (1995; see especially § 1.2). A more
elaborated version of the SLP is given in Grazioli (1996). In any case, the partial
formulation of the SLP given above is enough for the aims of the current paper.
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Example (13) and most of the remaining examples in the paper are in Italian.
Note that Italian has both null and overt pronouns, and that their use is not
always equivalent (see (i) and (ii), from Di Eugenio 1990).
(i) Quando Carloi ha incontrato Marioj, ∅i/*j non gli*i/j ha nemmeno detto “ciao”.
When Carloi has met Marioj, hei/*j not to-him*i/j has even said “hi”.
(ii) Quando Carloi ha incontrato Marioj, lui*i/j non glii/*j ha nemmeno detto “ciao”.
When Carloi has met Marioj, he*i/j not to-himi/*j has even said “hi”.
For the characteristics of the Italian pronominal system and for the problems it
involves regarding the processing of anaphors see, among others, Calabrese 1986;
Di Eugenio 1990, 1998; Not & Zancanaro 1995; Samek-Lodovici 1996; Grimshaw
& Samek-Lodovici 1998; Carminati 2002; Buchwald et al. 2002 and Trecci 2003.
12
This reconstruction is possible thanks to the presence of the quotation marks,
to the presence in the situation of only two individuals, and to the possibility of
discovering – on the basis of the previous context – the identity of the one who
gets the dialogue underway. For some notes related to participants’ tracking in
quoted dialogues see Grazioli (1995).
13
By the way, it may be interesting to note that the disambiguation of himi and
himj in (16) can be tackled on the basis of alternative strategies, at least in part
depending on the processing framework assumed. For example, an incremental
processing approach can identify, in (16b), the utterance Coméliau asked him as
a proper chunk to feed the focus machinery. In this case – if the SLP is activated – (Maigret.himi) results in the (defeasible) starting choice to interpret (16), i.e.,
a choice which may be discarded on the basis of information provided later in the
text. In any case, notice that nothing similar to the just discussed (robber.himi)
association appears in my AESS-based corpus. The ultimate reason of this lack
probably has to be found in the following remarks, taken from Carter (1987:17):
It seems plausible that a considerately-written text (i.e., one that is perspicuous and unambiguous, in accordance with Grice’s maxim of manner) will
normally be constructed in such a way that constraints on interpretation
derived from different kinds of knowledge [i.e., linguistic and non-linguistic
knowledge; RG] will tend not to conflict but rather to confirm one another and
work together to guide the reader towards correct interpretations. Moreover,
because language has some degree of redundancy, the same information may
often be contained in more than one constraint or prediction. For example,
when resolving a pronoun, we might expect that the most focused possible referent will usually also be the one that CSI [Common Sense Inference (processor); RG] suggests is the most plausible.
On the basis of such remarks, and judging by the data contained in my AESSbased corpus, it seems to me that, in order to force a (robber.himi) interpretation
like that allowed, in a very specific case, by (16), a speaker/writer must adopt a
more perspicuous linguistic formulation. I am alluding, for instance, to the use
of a full definite NP instead of himi (see, among many others, Westergaard 1986:
§ 4.2.4) or the insertion of a vocative (cf. Grazioli 1995) in Coméliau’s speech.
14
I am alluding here to the traditional narrative songs (see fn. 5), which have
highly constrained linguistic and discourse structures. Notice that, in the texts of
these songs, a lot of puzzling questions related to anaphora interpretation (e.g.,
discourse discontinuities, tense and aspect shifts, participants’ tracking issues,
etc.) can find a lot of answers on the basis of:
a) the structuring of the songs in stanzas, which can be assumed as welldefined building blocks for the construction of the discourse;
b) the absence of marked prosodic patterns (i.e., one of the factors which may
come into play during the selection of a sponsor; see, among many others,
11
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Cantrall 1969, Oherle 1981, Kameyama 1999, De Hoop 2004) because of
the association of the text with a tune and a metrical structure (for similar
narrative songs pertaining to the Anglo-Saxon tradition see, among others,
Kiparsky 2005);
c) the traditional, modular and formulaic mode of oral composition.
For some brief notes about an implemented computer system based on a pronominal anaphora processing framework embodying the ideas presented in the current
paper, and capable of handling the pronouns present in the narrative songs of my
AESS-based corpus, see Grazioli (1997a:112ff).
15
With regard to the distinction between dependent expressions realized as pronouns or as full definite NPs, it is interesting to note that this kind of situation is
not restricted to (full-definite-NP.pronoun) and (situational-recruitment-domain.
pronoun) pairs, but holds for full definite (NP.NP) pairs too. Here is an example,
taken from Simenon (1973:16), representative of a situation which is rather common in my AESS-based corpus of personal narratives; in the example, the canonical (sponsor.anaphora) pattern (e.g., ‘[Victor Cadet] i… Victori / Cadeti’, where
the dependent expressions contain no information that their sponsor lacks) is
reversed, and ‘Victor’ is a first mention.
[Context: a ‘brigadieri’ of the French Police, and Victorj, a diver.]
Le brigadieri, qui avait demandé un autre numéro, attendait qu’on lui
réponde.
–
Allô! Victorj? Je t’éveille? Tu étais déjà à déjeuner? Tant mieux. J’ai du
boulot pour toi.
[Victor Cadet]j n’habitait pas très loin de là, rue du Chemin-Vert, et un
mois ne passait rarement sans qu’on fît appel à ses services au Canal SaintMartin. C’était sans doute l’homme qui avait retiré le plus d’object hétéroclites,
y compris des corps humains, de la Seine et des canaux de Paris.
16
Note that here I adopt a movie-related terminology only for the sake of convenience. In fact the use of similar verbal techniques dates much earlier than filmmaking (see, among others, Hatcher 1942).
17
It is unclear to me if G&S’s theory can be amended in order to handle a multidimensional view of discourse structure. Some remarks on this topic, given on the
basis of ‘discourse segments’ representations like (7b), but distributed on different
layers similar in spirit to the functional categories used by some syntactic theories, are contained in Grazioli (1996). Here, in defining a kind of possible factoring
of discourses in something faintly resembling to G&S’s ‘discourse segments’, a
particular attention is given to the co-occurrence of different kinds of discontinuities available along various discourse dimensions of the personal narratives
contained in my AESS-based corpus. Of course, the result – no matter how useful
it may be, at least from a descriptive point of view – is very different from that
produced by a standard G&S’s analysis, i.e. a single tree with sharp boundaries
between not layerized ‘discourse segments’. By the way, in the same paper some
remarks are given about the appearance – in the personal narratives of my corpus – of non-active diathesis constructions, i.e., a topic that, although relevant for
handling anaphoric relations, both Sidner (1979, 1981, 1983) and G&S ignore. In
this regard, consider for instance example (i), taken from Rizzi (2006) with minor
notation changes.
(i) [Context: a dialogue between A and B.]
“What happened?”
a. [A to B:] “Che cosa è successo?”		
b. [B to A:] “Un camioni ha tamponato
“A trucki bumped into a busj,
			
un autobusj, poi ∅i è ripartito.”
then (iti) left.”
b′. [B to A:] “Un autobusi è stato tamponato
“A busi was bumped into by
			
da un camionj, poi ∅i è ripartito.” a truckj, then (iti) left.”
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Whatever meaning we associate with canonical thematic roles such as ‘theme’,
‘affected object’, ‘causer’, ‘initiator’, ‘experiencer’, etc., Sidner’s theory is unable to handle in a transparent way the alternation appearing in (i.b) and (i.b′).
Nonetheless, in trying to handle examples like (i), a ‘local’ framework as Sidner’s one
can be easily and successfully amended. Despite such a possibility, however, if a ‘global’ perspective about the appearance of canonical passive, impersonal and so-called
‘SI/SE’ (cf. Frigeni 2004 and references cited therein) constructions is assumed,
‘local’ procedures derived from the rearrangement of Sidner’s framework seem quite
ad hoc solutions, no matter of their success in handling examples like (i). In fact,
such constructions, albeit their impact on pronoun interpretation is different in type,
on a global account seem to act as differently situated processes analogous to those
analyzed here by means of layers. This, at least, is what appears on the basis of the
personal narratives of my AESS-based corpus. For some general remarks about such
constructions and their possible effect on discourse see, among others, Sansò (2006)
and the works cited therein about the so-called ‘agent-defocusing strategies’.
18
For instance, if a speaker gives an exegesis of a text, the frequency of the type A
shared entities can be very high without making awkward the overall discourse. On
the contrary, the same frequency may appear inappropriate in the course of a plain,
ordinary personal narrative. Again, note that the genre or the ‘mode’ of a (stretch of)
discourse is a critical element also for a correct application of the SLP. Without the
definition of a proper working domain, in fact, the SLP may lead to over-generation
(i.e., it allows, if plainly stated as in § 6, for inappropriate possible applications).
Some remarks about the domain of the SLP in the personal narratives contained
in my AESS-based corpus are given in Grazioli (1996). Here, in overviewing the
SLP domains and the processing issues involved by the SLP and the A/B principle
applications (quite different in their results), a leading role is given to Labov’s ‘functions’ and to his analysis of the overall structure of a personal narrative. For a more
general hypothesis related to problems to some extent similar to that involved with
the SLP application see Rosé (1995:61-62), where it is hypothesized that such kind
of problems can be treated on the basis of linear models (cf. Walker 2000).
19
Note that I use here the term ‘thread’ not in the technical, computational sense
(i.e., a lightweight process that shares some system resources, such as a virtual
address space, with a group of other processes), but in the ordinary sense utilized
by a widespread metaphor (Cardona 1976:210) in order to represent the structure
of discourse (e.g., “discourse is structured as a tapestry of interwoven threads”,
Rosé 1995:1).
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